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NOTE:  SUGGESTED "ENGLISH COLONYES" IN IRELAND,  1585.
While much is written on and around the subject of Virginia,—the small expeditions of 1584
and 1585 being retrospectively enlarged in popular imagination,—it is seldom remembered that William
Murdin found among Lord Burghley's MSS and printed in 1759 (State Papers pp. 545-547) a memo dated
2ist December, 1585, "For the Transporting of Som English Coknyes into the Parts oj Ireland, whereby
not only that Countrie may be repeopled, and her Maiestie be served with assured Subjects, but also her
Highness Revenews may be restored, and the English live here well and safely ..."
Far from rogues and vagabonds being selected, the primary condition was that " Men of Credit
and Honour be persuaded to like well of the Enterprise; , , . making choice of younger Sons or
Brothers of Gentlemen," taking with them " the abler Sort of Yeomen, being their own Farme(r)s
or Neighbours." The colonists would be likely to agree best if all drawn from one county, especially
if already of " good alliance amongest themselves."
It is not specified what "parts of Ireland" were intended to be planted; but Ireland then was
called "foreign" by Englishmen; and to settle there in 1585 was more of an adventure than to
emigrate from London to Australia or South Africa circa 1860.
These Elizabethan colonists were not to be exposed to any avoidable squalour or misery, but
were to be well provided with "Men servants and Maid servants," good stores of food; plenty of
cattle; "Seed of sundry sorts of Corn and Grayn"; apparel, bedding, and "all manner of Household
Stuff." There were to be artificers and workmen for building houses; and until the houses were
ready, " tents, cabins, and other defences against the weather."
Nine parishes were to consist of eight villages and one market town in the centre; and a
parsonage, vicarage, and windmills. Choice was to be made of suitable positions for the farm-
houses and cottages, " as well in respect of the Fertility of the Soyle, ... as also in regard of
some natural Defences," Equipment and arms for Horsemen and Footmen, in Bands and Companies
of Hundreds, were to be provided by the "Gentlemen, Farmers, Freeholders," and "cottagers." But
"Her Majesties Garrison of Soldiers" was to be maintained at her cost, for the first two years, upon
the frontiers or at any place where attack might be anticipated from the native Irish kernes and
gallowglasses.
As to English attempts to govern Ireland, if the whole story were to be told from 1553 to
1623, this History would need to be in twenty volumes instead of ten. But there are yet to be
published in "Elizabethan England" maps, sketches, and documents bearing upon some of the most
crucial happenings in the relations of Ireland with Spain: when the issues were not merely local,
but of European significance.

